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Without them – what then? 
People, petroglyphs and 
Murujuga
Ken Mulvaney

Introduction
From the late 1960s, apart from the Traditional Owners, it has been ‘foreigners’ that have made 
known the stories of Murujuga (Dampier Archipelago including Burrup Peninsula) in northern 
Western Australia. Early work carried out by Italian Dampier Salt Company Projects Manager 
Enso Virili and French archaeologist Michel Lorblanchet involved detailed archaeological 
investigations and engagements with local Aboriginal groups. Weaving through these early 
investigations was Austrian Robert Bednarik, photographing the petroglyphs and then later 
generating political and public focus on the conflicting issues of commercial development. Local 
West Australians started recording the archaeology of the place prior to industrial construction, 
mainly by the Western Australian Museum Department of Aboriginal Sites (DAS) staff, such as 
Peter Randolph, Vera Novak and John Clarke, based in Perth 1500 km to the south. Bruce Wright, 
as the DAS registrar, fetched yet others into engagement with Murujuga, initially documenting 
sites prior to construction of a petrochemical processing facility. One of these, South African-born 
Pat Vinnicombe, brought with her a wealth of experience and a particular way of investigating 
rock art. Her influence guided future work and engagement with Traditional Owners. All these 
‘foreigners’ have contributed to understanding the globally significant petroglyphs of Murujuga. 
These people have endeavoured to ensure that a few decades of industrial utilisation did not wipe 
out tens of thousands of years of priceless cultural productivity.

Murujuga, the Aboriginal name for what modern Australia calls Burrup Peninsula and the 
Dampier Archipelago, is a spectacular group of 42 islands, islets and rock exposures projecting 
into the Indian Ocean on Australia’s north-west coast (Figure  9.1). This land has belonged 
to the Aboriginal people of north-west Australia for at least 50,000  years, when evidence 
suggests they first  came into this part of the continent (Veth et al. 2017). It has only been 
since the mid-seventeenth century that others ventured to these shores, and it is merely since 
1863 that foreigners came to settle the land. Then, 100  years later, industrial developments 
generated archaeological interests in Murujuga. Industry brought the first of those to study the 
cultural heritage of this place. A trait of those who came is their dedication to making others 
aware of the immense cultural heritage values present at Murujuga and in engaging with the 
Aboriginal custodians.
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Figure 9.1: Map showing the Dampier Archipelago with the location of places mentioned  
in the text.
Source: Map by Ken Mulvaney.

Murujuga is in the traditional lands of the Yaburara, a people decimated in 1868 during the 
events known as the Flying Foam Massacre (Sholl 1868; see Gara 1983). Due to the spiritual 
significance of Murujuga and with few Yaburara remaining, today there are five language groups, 
including Yaburara, who look after this Country, represented by the Murujuga Aboriginal 
Corporation (MAC). It is these adjacent Aboriginal groups that hold the role of custodians 
of the land and lore.

In July 2007, the Dampier Archipelago including Burrup Peninsula was placed on Australia’s 
National Heritage List, in recognition of its spectacular rock art (petroglyphs) and exceptional 
stone arrangements (McDonald and Veth 2009). Then, in January 2013, the long-awaited 
declaration of Murujuga National Park occurred (with a signed agreement for this in 2003). The 
Aboriginal people through MAC own and co-manage this conservation estate with the Western 
Australian Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions. The National Park covers 
5134 ha of this land, with non-industrial gazetted lands representing 43 per cent of the Burrup 
Peninsula. Early in 2020, Murujuga was placed on the UNESCO World Heritage Tentative List, 
the culmination of efforts for such recognition having begun 40 years earlier.

Josephine Flood makes the observation that Australian rock art research is:

a saga full of personal feuds, bitter rivalries and competition for ‘territory’ … added to this 
is the explosive mix in the rock art world of so-called ‘professionals’ and ‘amateurs’, all with 
chips on both shoulders. (Flood 1997:xi)

Happily, with one possible exception (see Bednarik 2006, 2016), this situation does not seem to 
have marred Murujuga research. Possibly tempered by political expediency around dealing with 
impacts of industrial developments, amateurs and professionals alike, often working with the 
Traditional Owners and in collaboration with others, have progressed our understanding of and 
promoted protection for the unique cultural landscape that is Murujuga.
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Murujuga
Many of the islands of Murujuga comprise distinctive steep basaltic rocky slopes and rock piles 
interspersed with spinifex scrubland and white gum-lined valley slopes and creek channels 
(Figure  9.2). Other islands are low-lying limestone and consolidated beach-rock platforms. 
All feature mangroves, shallow embayments and sandy beaches, habitats for a myriad of plant 
and animal species. The islands and surrounding waters are a haven for wildlife and marine 
biodiversity, with migratory birds using the resources to feed and rest after flying in from the 
northern hemisphere. Dugong, dolphins, whales, turtles, rays and hundreds of fish species 
inhabit the waters. Their images along with terrestrial fauna can be found in Murujuga’s rock art.

The archipelago formed c. 7000 years ago when rising sea levels flooded what were once coastal 
plains. This changed the ecological nature of the area – a feature that is recorded in the petroglyphs 
(McDonald 2015; Mulvaney 2015a; Ward et al. 2013). Prior to this, the ancient rugged rocky 
landscape, interspersed with sheltered freshwater rock pools and creeks, presented as a series of 
short, low ranges rising some 100 metres above a vast coastal plain, that at times extended out some 
100 to 160 kilometres to the continental shelf. It is the abundance of environmental resources that 
provided for the residential population over some 50,000 years (see Veth et al. 2017), and it is the 
profusion of the rock art that has brought scholars to Murujuga over the past 50 years.

It is not just the natural and Aboriginal cultural landscape of Murujuga that is impressive. 
The extensive industrial estate that rises incongruously about the rugged slopes also has an impact 
on visitors. The leases that Hamersley Iron and Dampier Salt hold predate the implementation of 
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA). Yet despite protection and awareness of this culturally 
rich place, Murujuga is now home to Australia’s largest oil and gas operations. Marketed by the 
state government as the Burrup Strategic Industrial Area, companies seem unconcerned by 
the priceless Aboriginal cultural heritage situated on the same area of land. The Burrup Strategic 
Industrial Area is a concept conceived decades ago by people far removed from Murujuga and 
ignorant of the remarkable cultural heritage they condemned to destruction.

Figure 9.2: Landscape of Murujuga, a 50,000-year-old cultural wonderland that is often 
mistaken for a mining-created landscape of mullock heaps.
Source: Photograph by Ken Mulvaney.
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Historical shift
One of the first to document the archaeology of the Dampier Archipelago and notify relevant 
statutory authorities of its importance was Enso Virili, employed at Dampier Salt from 1970 
to 1974. Virili had arrived from Italy to take up the role of a civil engineer with Comalco, the 
company engaged in construction of the solar salt ponds. Just as with many others that have 
come to this remote part of north-west Australia, Virili became enchanted by the petroglyphs. 
One of the features of Virili’s work is that he engaged with the local Aboriginal people, bringing 
knowledgeable persons out to sites, not only to discuss the rock art but also to consult on industrial 
development impacts (Figure 9.3). He successfully negotiated through the Traditional Owners 
the accompaniment of a turtle-engraved rock with the first shipment of salt to Japan in 1973, 
gifted by the Western Australian Museum to Tokyo National Museum (Hamersley News 1973:1).

A collaborative engagement established early between Virili and staff of the Western Australian 
Museum DAS was led by Warwick Dix, then registrar of Aboriginal sites. This association 
resulted in a number of publications and attendance at the formative Canberra rock art conference 
held in 1974 by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (AIAS) and elsewhere (Dix 1977; 
Dix and Virili 1977; Virili 1977). This meeting in Canberra was very much a gathering of 
academic members of AIAS, as well as national and international invitees. That Virili attended 
may relate to the fact that Dix had taken up a position as deputy principal at AIAS. Nevertheless, 
this collaboration and attendance as an amateur demonstrates the regard held of Virili’s work 
within the Dampier Archipelago. Virili not only brought this cultural landscape to the attention 
of archaeologists and professional institutions, he also contributed to the safeguarding of sites, 
even  before there existed heritage protection legislation (Hamersley News 1970:2; Aluminium 
1972:1–7).

Figure 9.3: Enso Virili (in hat) with Traditional Custodian Coppen Dale and others at Gum 
Tree Valley.
Source: From Aluminium 7, December 1972:3.
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Figure 9.4: Herbert Parker and Algie Paterson, senior Pilbara lawmen and active in the 
National Aboriginal Conference, with whom Lorblanchet consulted.
Source: Photograph by Ken Mulvaney, taken at Red Hill Station 1984.

Virili’s efforts to protect rather than destroy sites is a theme running through all those that have 
engaged with the Murujuga cultural landscape. A figure that has loomed large in this respect 
is Austrian Robert Bednarik, who established the Australian Rock Art Research Association 
(AURA) in 1984 and who has published widely on the need to protect Murujuga’s rock art 
(e.g. Bednarik 2006 and references therein). Although Bednarik arrived in the Pilbara in the 
late 1960s and states he witnessed destroyed rock art near King Bay (Bednarik 1977:51), it was 
not until early in the twenty-first century that he began a campaign of public awareness and the 
associated push against industrial development on Murujuga (see below).

One outcome of the 1974 Canberra conference was that the French rock art expert Michel 
Lorblanchet, newly appointed as an AIAS researcher, among other duties, was directed to carry 
out work within Murujuga. He focused activities at two locations identified by Virili as of 
particular cultural richness: Skew Valley and Gum Tree Valley (see Figure 9.1 and 9.2). These 
places are near the southern end of what is Dampier Island, the northern half now named Burrup 
Peninsula. Lorblanchet conducted two major field seasons, in 1975–1976 and again in 1983–
1984 (Lorblanchet 1983, 1992). In addition to bringing several Indigenous staff from AIAS, 
Lorblanchet contacted the local Aboriginal community for their advice and involvement; two 
of these men were Herbert Parker and Algie Paterson (Figure 9.4). The experience enhanced his 
own understanding of rock art production, which he brought to bear to his interpretations of 
European Upper Palaeolithic cave art when he returned to France (Lorblanchet 2018).

In their activities within Murujuga, Virili and Lorblanchet brought many professionally employed 
archaeologists to the area, as well as engaging with local residents. This included not just the 
white community but also Indigenous peoples. This improved understanding of the rock art and 
meant that more people became aware of the adverse impacts that industry was imposing on this 
cultural landscape. Of the heritage professionals brought in, most were state employees of DAS. 
Peter Randolph, a graduate of the University of Western Australia, arguably has had the longest 
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association with Murujuga, other than local Aboriginal people. Although, like many others, he 
did not have formal training in rock art research, Randolph had an enthusiasm typical of those 
who have recorded cultural heritage places within the archipelago.

The second rock art specialist to come to Murujuga was South African–born Patricia (Pat) 
Vinnicombe, arriving in Western Australia in 1979 after a stint in New South Wales (Figure 9.5). 
Recognised for her groundbreaking work in the Drakensberg, KwaZulu-Natal (Vinnicombe 
1976), Vinnicombe brought a particular energy to rock art recording with a combination of 
scientific rigour and cross-cultural insight. Her ability to learn about how to understand the rock 
art from local Aboriginal peoples, as she had done among the Drakensberg San, stood her well for 
research in Australia. Vinnicombe’s theoretical approach to the rock art was that it did not just 
represent simple pictures, or an inventory of daily encounters, but rather reflected the beliefs and 
cosmological perspectives of that culture. Without diminishing the important recording work of 
her predecessors including Lorblanchet, Vinnicombe’s entry into Western Australia transformed 
the documentation of Murujuga from inventory into engaged rock art research.

It was Bruce Wright, as registrar of Aboriginal sites, that instigated the rescue archaeology work 
linked to the construction of a petrochemical plant within Murujuga, known as the Dampier 
Archaeological Project (DAS 1979, 1980). While working for the state education department, 
Wright (1965, 1968) researched and published on Pilbara rock art, and through numerous 
but limited surveys conducted by DAS staff, understood ‘that the Dampier Archipelago is 
a  rich archaeological resource which has the potential to yield substantial scientific insights’ 
(DAS 1980:1). During work in the Pilbara, Wright had established strong connections within 
the Pilbara Aboriginal community. Discussions were held with Traditional Owners in relation 
to the Dampier Archaeological Project. However, as a consequence of Noonkanbah, where 
Kimberley Aboriginals were demonstrating against desecration of their sacred sites (see Hawke 
and Gallagher 1989), the state government would not consent to direct Aboriginal involvement, 
fearing community opposition to Murujuga’s petrochemical plant construction.

Figure 9.5: Pat Vinnicombe, flies and all, taking photograph of petroglyph during the 1980 
Dampier Archaeological Project, Burrup Peninsula.
Source: Photograph by Ken Mulvaney.
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Figure 9.6: Ken Mulvaney, Bill Arthur and Peter Veth having a morning cuppa while sheltering 
from the cold wind and noise of machinery, Withnell Bay 1981.
Source: Photograph by Peter Ridgway.

Instead of carrying out research with the traditional artists of the Kimberley region, as she 
had wanted, Vinnicombe was coopted by Wright into the Murujuga work. Her influence was 
directed to the bevy of newly qualified and employed DAS staff, Peter Veth and myself among 
them (Figure 9.6), to record cultural features and archaeological sites prior to their destruction 
to make way for a massive petrochemical (liquified natural gas, LNG) plant and allied services 
(Vinnicombe 1987). Initially Jim Rhoads, an American archaeologist who had carried out his 
doctoral research in New Guinea through The Australian National University in Canberra, 
was employed to manage a group of three other staff as the LNG project team. However, once 
they had started, it became clear that the density and complexity of the archaeological sites and 
artefacts meant that additional people were required to keep ahead of construction activities. 
At one stage, in late 1980, 17 people worked on documenting Murujuga’s archaeology in the 
area between King Bay and Withnell Bay (see Figure 8.1). In total the Dampier Archaeological 
Project covered some 13.4 km², recording 720 archaeological sites including documentation of 
9744 petroglyph panels (DAS 1984:12). A lasting impression gained by all concerned was that 
of the needless annihilation of cultural heritage and landscapes taking place.

Given that the gas deposits were offshore, over a hundred kilometres away, and the fact that there 
existed plenty of less culturally and environmentally significant land elsewhere along the coast that 
could have better accommodated industrial construction, such disregard for Australia’s cultural 
heritage was soul-destroying for the archaeologists and Traditional Owners. All of the heritage 
professionals came away with a sense that there must be better options and that the protection 
of Murujuga’s cultural heritage should be paramount. By the early 1980s, with legislation now in 
place to manage Aboriginal heritage, coupled with the greater awareness of just how significant 
the place was, it was felt by some that Murujuga was now recognised as a unique and significant 
cultural landscape unsuited to further industrial development. Alas, government and industry 
did not budge from their perspective that the legislation was there to facilitate development, not 
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to protect heritage. Risks to the cultural heritage of Murujuga continue today with proposals for 
the establishment of various petrochemical and fertiliser companies, requiring extra effort from 
heritage professionals to dissuade such outcomes.

Vinnicombe returned to Murujuga on a number of occasions, carrying out surveys of land 
allocated for industrial development (Vinnicombe 1997a, 1997b, 2002). Fortunately, unlike 
with the earlier LNG project, work with the Traditional Owners was by then a legal requirement. 
Vinnicombe formed strong relationships with Elders like David Daniel and his wife Tootsie. 
In fact, throughout the 1990s there was increased engagement with Aboriginal people out on 
surveys and in consultation over projects (e.g. National Estates Programme survey: Veth et al. 
1993). Tragically, when Vinnicombe died in March 2003, she was in the middle of yet another 
round of meetings, attempting to shift government and industry attitude. Respected by all, 
Vinnicombe’s measured words and tactful approach had done much in protecting Murujuga 
over the intervening 20+ years since she first engaged with Murujuga.

Since Vinnicombe’s death, industrial development has come back to Burrup Peninsula and now 
there are plans underway for expansion of existing petrochemical facilities, with the addition 
of a urea production plant (Pilbara News 2018:14), all this impacting the cultural heritage 
(see  Bednarik 2002; Black et al. 2017a; Mulvaney 2011, 2015b). Others have taken up the 
baton of Vinnicombe’s legacy and continue to shame industry and government, not least of all 
American Tom Perrigo (National Trust of Australia (WA) (NTWA)) and Englishman the Hon. 
Robin Chapple (Greens MLC).

Concern over additional destruction of petroglyphs in 2004 prompted the NTWA to take action 
to request National Heritage listing (Haynes and Waldmann 2004) – one of three applications 
to the federal government, another by Bednarik (AURA) and a third on behalf of Traditional 
Owners. This endeavour was the culmination of increased efforts by people to change the way 
commercial interests regarded Murujuga, that it is not simply just industrial real estate. Selected 
areas at both ends of Burrup Peninsula and the site known as Climbing Men were protected until 
a change in legislation, under the then Federal Register of National Estate.

Such was the concern of land clearance and damage through corrosive emissions that the World 
Monument Fund (WMF) added Murujuga to their global list of the 100 most-threatened sites. 
It was the first Australian site to go on the list, prompting a visit by the WMF president, Bonnie 
Burnham, in early 2004. Burnham flew into Karratha on her way home to the United States, 
having just come from a trip to Antarctica. Aboriginal Elders, Greens MLC Robin Chapple, 
Robert Bednarik and myself escorted Burnham around Murujuga. Bednarik and Burnham 
subsequently met with state ministers and other government officials. The upshot was an 
investment of funds managed by the NTWA, part of which went into the production of a 
much-needed, widely available publication on Murujuga cultural heritage by two English-born 
academics with longstanding connections to Murujuga and Australian archaeology (Bird and 
Hallam 2006).

As a consequence of Bednarik’s actions in raising public awareness of the industrial emissions 
threat to Murujuga petroglyphs, COBRA (Champions of Burrup Rock Art), a locally based 
advocacy group, was formed. This local association later expanded into a national organisation, 
Friends of Australian Rock Art (FARA). It was the efforts of FARA and NTWA, not those of the 
Bednarik associations (e.g. AURA and the International Federation of Rock Art Organisations 
(IFRAO)), that the federal minister acknowledged when Murujuga was included on the National 
Heritage List (Media statement 3 July 2007: Hon. Malcom Turnbull MP).
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However, Bednarik was in the fray, holding meetings, writing letters and engaging in a media 
campaign. As the then president of AURA, I was also part of this campaign, writing letters to state 
and federal ministers urging effective protection of Murujuga’s cultural heritage. Importantly, 
statements by Bednarik (2002) that industrial emissions were destroying the rock art pressured 
the state government to establish the Burrup Rock Art Monitoring Management Committee 
(BRAMMC). This committee was tasked with overseeing the implementation of a program of 
‘scientific’ studies that ran in 2004–2005 and 2007–2008 (CSIRO 2009; SKM 2009). They 
included the monitoring of air quality, microbiological analyses, mineral spectrometry, dust 
deposition, accelerated weathering experiments, surface-colour readings and air dispersion 
modelling. Belgium-born English rock art specialist (teacher of many students and researcher of 
both Australian and international rock art) Professor Andrée Rosenfeld was an initial member 
of this committee. Rosenfeld died in 2008 and no suitably qualified rock art expert replaced her 
on the committee. Her absence may explain the BRAMMC final report’s conclusion, that ‘there 
is no scientific evidence to indicate measurable impact of emissions on the rate of deterioration 
of the Aboriginal rock art in the Burrup’ (BRAMMC 2009). The colour monitoring at seven 
selected sites has continued annually, with the addition of three locations linked to the Yara 
Technical Ammonia Nitrate Plant environmental approval conditions (e.g. Markley et al. 2015).

FARA has been very active as lobbyists and facilitators, helping in June 2013 with taking two 
Murujuga custodians Tim Douglas and Wilfred Hicks to Canberra to petition then Environment 
Minister Tony Burke (Figures 9.7 and 9.8). These men, in addition to presenting Burke with 
a letter signed by other custodians, explained the sacred nature of the place and requested 
Murujuga be progressed to World Heritage recognition. Sadly, shifting politics overshadowed this 
appeal and Murujuga had to wait another seven years for movement on this (Media statement 
28 January 2020: Hon. Stephen Dawson MLC).

Figure 9.7: Traditional Owner Wilfred Hicks addressing visitors on the FARA tour of 2015.
Source: Photograph by Ken Mulvaney.
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Figure 9.8: Part of the FARA ‘Stand Up for the Burrup’ action, Hearson Cove 2007, a campaign 
that has gone international.
Source: Photograph by Robbin Chapple.

As part of increasing public awareness of Murujuga, FARA facilitated an annual tour with a focus 
on visiting rock art sites. On one of these expeditions was retired CSIRO animal scientist John 
Black and his wife Claire. Their brief visit resulted in Black devoting enormous time and money 
to bringing an accurate scientific understanding of industrial emissions and effects on rock art. 
One of the first things Black did was to reanalyse the BRAMMC raw data, not publicly available 
and derived from the state government but paid for by industry. On reviewing the raw data, 
Black concluded that the published reports were flawed in terms of scientific methods, analyses 
and inferences, a view accepted by the Senate Environment and Communications Reference 
Committee (ECRC 2018). The conclusion drawn in these original reports and publicised by 
BRAMMC and the state was that industrial emissions would not have impacted the rock art, 
a finding that government used to justify further industrial development and to not impose 
emissions control measures.

Black is not the first to have applied a scientific methodology to understanding the geochemistry 
of Murujuga’s rock art. Ian MacLeod, another English expatriate, based at the Museum of Western 
Australia, has been interested in the surface pH and microbiology on Murujuga’s rocks. As with 
Black, there was concern that the rock varnish or patina, an iron and manganese-rich accretion, 
will dissolve under high acidic conditions, exposing the underlying, weathered, altered clay-
rich layer, resulting in removal of the petroglyphs (Black et al. 2017a, 2017b; MacLeod 2005). 
At issue is that the pH readings taken on rock surfaces of Murujuga have gone from near-neutral 
(7) to between 4.2 and 3.6, representing a ten-thousandfold increase in acid conditions, seen 
as a consequence of industrial airborne emissions (Ian MacLeod pers. comm. 2017). Although 
recently it has been suggested that ammonia emissions, sea-spray and periodic rainfall events 
decrease the acidity (MacLeod and Fish 2021; see Smith et al. 2022 for contra view).
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Figure 9.9: University students under the tutelage of Ben Gunn recording rock art at a site 
within the Hamersley Iron lease, Burrup Peninsula, during the 2010 field school.
Source: Photograph by Ken Mulvaney.

Once a member of the CSIRO team tasked by the state’s BRAMMC with conducting the scientific 
studies into emissions and rock art, Eric Ramanaidou has continued his research involvement 
into Murujuga’s petroglyphs. Following on from my own research into understanding the rock 
art sequence (Mulvaney 2015a), Ramanaidou attempted to provide age approximations for 
the petroglyphs using a field portable reflectance spectrometer, giving numerical values to the 
colour-contrast between the engraved surface and the adjacent rock surface (Ramanaidou and 
Fonteneau 2019). This research is admirable, but as with the original CSIRO studies, would have 
benefited from the inclusion of rock art experts’ advice in the application of the investigation, 
thus resulting in more accurate and applicable data.

The Centre for Rock Art Research and Management (CRAR+M) at the University of Western 
Australia was established in 2010 with funding assistance from Rio Tinto. CRAR+M’s director, 
Jo McDonald, who came on board in 2012, developed a research institution attracting numerous 
other rock art scholars, most from overseas including Liam Brady (Canada by way of Monash 
University), Jamie Hampson (UK), Sven Ouzman (South Africa) and Leslie Zubieta (Mexico). 
Another of these, Englishman Ben Smith, arrived from South Africa in 2013, and is currently 
involved along with Black and geochemist Ron Watkins in a FARA-sponsored study. The focus is 
on Murujuga rock samples to develop methods for determining the impacts of emissions on the 
chemistry and morphology of the rock patina. In addition, the program aims to develop ways of 
determining the microbes present on the rocks and the impacts of pollutants on microbial types 
and numbers. It is these microbes that develop the accretion that slow down the rate of erosion 
of the rock surface.

Research into the petroglyphs and other aspects of Murujuga archaeology continues today 
through CRAR+M, much of this by way of an Australian Research Council Linkage Project: 
Murujuga Dynamics of the Dreaming (LP140100393) and through an annually run field 
school jointly managed with Rio Tinto (Figure  9.9). Increases in research have provided the 
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opportunity for Traditional Owners to re-engage with Murujuga outside the usual industrial 
development remit. Engagements with heritage professionals have enabled MAC staff to gain 
specialist experience and for Elders to pass on site-restricted knowledge to the next generation. 
The benefit to understanding the National Heritage Place is that there is a much more accurate 
and digitised record of the character of the heritage values across the islands. With nearly 32,000 
petroglyphs, over 1000 grinding patches, and 680 stone features documented, archaeological 
excavation occurring at 15 locations and 117 new radiocarbon dates, the efforts of CRAR+M 
and Rio Tinto have greatly increased our understanding of the archaeology of Murujuga.

Discussion
Many Australians generally have been and continue to be slow to recognise and appreciate 
the cultural heritage values of this continent, preferring to conjure historical realities from 
a Eurocentric perspective. This was so clearly exemplified by Australian Prime Minister Scott 
Morrison’s mistaken notion of a Cook ‘circumnavigation’ re-enactment as the way to celebrate the 
250th anniversary of Cook’s entry into Botany Bay, NSW. Bednarik (2006:Figure 135 caption) 
made the observation and asked:

Western Australia is one million square miles of mostly unoccupied land. It has one of the 
world’s lowest densities of population. Why does one of the world’s greatest cultural assets 
and most sacred places have to share its location with the continent’s largest industrial estate?

This is an issue raised by many since the 1970s, with the most active voices being those from 
people not born in Australia. Is it that individuals from other countries, holding a deep interest 
and awareness of their own nations’ cultural past, show a keener interest than the home-grown 
white population in what they find when in Australia?

Understandably, people in the resource sector are eager for commercial ventures, such as Woodside 
CEO Peter Coleman who wants his ‘Burrup Hub’ realised, a concept of Murujuga housing the 
largest gas and oil-processing operations in the world. His vision is driving state government 
thinking about Murujuga, exposing the problematic notion that industry and cultural heritage 
can ‘coexist’. Physically this cannot be the case, for putting industry anywhere on Murujuga 
results in the devastation of cultural heritage. This belief of coexistence is in fact a collision over 
heritage and commerce, driven by people with the desire to continue industrial expansion across 
Murujuga regardless of the impact to environment and heritage. As many concerned individuals 
and conservation groups have said, there is plenty of suitable land for industry elsewhere, 
especially when considering the distances required in moving the product.

Mexican researcher José Antonio González Zarandona has written extensively on the clash of 
perspectives, where Murujuga’s contested space of iron ore, petroleum and fertiliser product has 
pushed aside an ancient, inscribed landscape (e.g. Zarandona 2011). Appalled by what he saw, 
Zarandona (2020) equates what is happening with Murujuga as to that of the 2001 Taliban 
militias’ destruction of the Bamiyan Buddha statues in Afghanistan.

When the Australian Heritage Council included Murujuga on the National Heritage List, they 
described the place as ‘a masterpiece of human creative genius’, reiterating this opinion a number 
of years later (AHC 2012:2). For many, it is intolerable that such a culturally rich place should 
be at risk by industry, as well as associated footprint impacts, population pressures and chemical 
emissions. Over the decades, there have been many people, of sundry nationalities, devoting time 
and effort into raising public awareness of the cultural significance of Murujuga. Why, then, is 
it that individuals in particular positions within industry and government employ, can have so 
much influence? What system of society negates those voices calling for reason and protection?
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This does not need to be the case. It is not simply a matter of conservation versus industry, 
for since 2003 the iron ore company transporting products out through Murujuga ports has 
employed a heritage professional to advise the company on matters pertinent to Murujuga to 
ensure the company maintains Virili’s legacy of site protection and management. Company 
values were never diminished by such actions, and shareholders did not lose out. Instead, a social 
licence to operate and ‘green’ credibility were gained.

The federal government website on National Heritage Places states that ‘[a] balance between 
heritage management and economic prosperity is being achieved’ (Australian Government 
Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment n.d.a). But how can this be so, given 
the rapacious mining interests coupled with inept government ministers and public servants that 
has seen the progressive degradation of the cultural landscape? Even when there is legislation 
intended to manage and protect, there is often reticence to enforce. The Federal Department 
of Environment and Energy’s own findings show that 20 per cent of projects were in breach 
of their approval conditions. However, a departmental spokesperson stated that no company 
was prosecuted, instead the department ‘relied on administrative measures such as variations to 
conditions of approval, revisions to management plans, conservation agreements and warnings’ 
(Australian Government Department of Environment and Energy 2016). Despite the potential 
of harm to National Heritage Values through breaches of operational conditions, the department 
has not changed its way of operating, as evidenced during the Senate enquiry a couple of years 
later (ECRC 2018).

Concerns over the impacts of industrial emissions, as mentioned above, were raised 20 years 
ago, particularly by Bednarik (2002), that eventually resulted in the establishment of the state-
sponsored formation in 2003 of BRAMMC. As these findings are now discredited, additional 
studies are necessary to understand the potential of the rock art to survive airborne industrial 
emissions (Black et al. 2017a; ECRC 2018). This new program of investigation is part of the state 
government’s Murujuga Rock Art Strategy of 2017. Although new scientific studies are yet to be 
implemented, further industrial expansion is approved by the state government.

The Burrup Rock Art Strategy, now rebranded as the Murujuga Rock Art Strategy, has 
replaced the BRAMMC, with the intention to be a monitoring, analysis and decision-making 
framework to protect Aboriginal rock art located on Murujuga (DWER 2019). As part of the 
strategy,  Murujuga Rock Art Stakeholder Reference Group exists to provide advice to the state 
department and minister; to consult, inform and educate other stakeholders, and inform others 
on state government matters relating to Murujuga rock art (DWER 2019:53). The Reference 
Group comprises 16 members: a MAC representative and an independent chair; one local, 
seven state and one federal representative; three representatives from industry; a CRAR+M 
representative, and Dr John Black as the only named individual member. Only the CRAR+M 
representative among these 16 members has any specialist expertise in rock art, and few have 
a primary interest in the protection of Murujuga petroglyphs.

Science does show that the pH levels on the rocks have become more acidic over time, and that 
the iron and magnesium compounds are mobilising, breaking down the protective skin that has 
formed on the rock surfaces and protected the images for many tens of millennia (Black et al. 
2017b; Pillans et al. 2008; Pillans and Fifield 2013). The only conceivable source for this is the 
airborne industrial emissions, but no qualitative or quantitative data exists on anthropogenic 
emissions and impact on Murujuga rock art. Given that the damaging effects of acid rain and 
altered pH levels is well known globally, it would be prudent under the precautionary principle 
that zero emissions is the only acceptable level. The National Pollutant Inventory managed by the 
Department of Environment and Water for the year 2018–2019 recorded that over 58,000 tonnes 
of emissions were released from Burrup industry (Australian Government Department of 
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Agriculture, Water and the Environment n.d.b). Currently, Woodside Petroleum has applied to 
expand their operations to allow development of their Scarborough and Browse gas resources 
through Woodside’s proposed Burrup Hub. Such expansion would see a total carbon footprint 
of around 6 billion tonnes over its 50-year life, with combined annual emissions of 139 million 
tonnes (Robin Chapple pers. comm. 2020).

In recent years, the parliamentary effort of Hon. Robin Chapple (MLC) to hold the government 
to account over commercial decisions that are counter to the protection of Murujuga’s rock art 
has been relentless. His numerous Legislative Council ‘Questions Without Notice’ reveal the 
bias of the answering ministers, the ineptitude of their advisers and obfuscation by departmental 
staff. In consort with FARA and John Black, Chapple continues to defend the unique, ancient 
and irreplaceable petroglyphs of Murujuga through regulatory processes. Without their efforts, 
few in Western Australia would be aware of, or object to, the continued destruction wrought by 
industry on Murujuga.

‘Cultural landscapes’ and ‘intangible heritage’, concepts that have been understood for decades, 
are becoming more widely utilised in heritage management institutions. Traditional Owners have 
rights to access ancestral places and responsibilities in protection of their cultural heritage. There 
is also the principle of intergenerational equity that should ensure this matchless heritage is there 
for the benefit of all generations to come. This is a concept that neither the State Environment 
Protection Authority nor the Department of Agriculture, Water and Environment (formally 
Department of Environment and Energy) seem to understand when making deliberations on 
commercial development applications or when investigating regulatory breaches. Industry is an 
anathema to this cultural landscape. Many countries around the world would not knowingly put 
industry in a place of such cultural importance.

Conclusion
There is no doubt that the petroglyphs of Murujuga are a masterpiece of human creativity; 
it is also evident that right from the early days of rock art research, practitioners engaged 
with the Aboriginal custodians of the place. Imbued with singular personalities, international 
backgrounds and commercial and political influences, the last 50 years has seen a shift from site 
documentation and attribute analysis to one of attempting to place the rock art into its wider 
sociocultural context. Engaging the Traditional Custodians not just as knowledge holders but 
as the rightful owners of this world-significant cultural heritage has been instrumental in the 
progress to better recognition and management.

The documentation of the Murujuga petroglyphs transcends the shift in rock art research from 
the notion of images as simple narratives of everyday encounters, what people saw and hunted, 
to understanding that they reflect Dreaming beings, have spiritual essence and are integral to 
the belief systems of the Aboriginal people. Much of this conceptual shift was aided by the 
influence of Pat Vinnicombe. In her tranquil and professional way, Vinnicombe influenced 
government decision-making, brought rock art into professional archaeology and assisted 
meaningful Aboriginal engagement. Her premature death in 2003 certainly put back the progress 
to international recognition and held back formation of adequate protection and management of 
Murujuga’s petroglyphs.

World Heritage nomination processes have commenced after some 40 years. I know of no other 
place that demonstrates 50,000 years of human ingenuity marked by so many petroglyphs. Yet 
for many Australians, Murujuga, like most of the Pilbara, is seen as a place of mineral wealth, and 
the petroglyph-adorned rock slopes as the mullock heaps of mining operations (see Figure 9.2).
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Essentially, it has been the efforts of foreign individuals that have endeavoured to get Murujuga 
into the national consciousness, working for Aboriginal cultural heritage to be valued and for 
appreciation of its cultural significance. It cannot be clearer: for the Murujuga petroglyphs to 
survive, industrial emissions must be eliminated, or reduced to as near zero as technology allows, 
and any future industrial development has to be placed away from the Dampier Archipelago. 
Industrial representatives and those in government continue with the mantra of coexistence, 
but what has occurred in the last 50 years proves that 50,000 years of culture heritage can be 
unhesitatingly erased from existence.
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